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"This is why the arrival of a Stranger has the impact of an earthquake . . .
The Stranger shatters the rock on which the security of daily life rests."

Zygmunt Bauman from "Postmodernity and Its Discontents" (1997)
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Overview

"Lo Kalit" is an electro-acoustic composition for recorded voices (refugees testimonials)
and four saxophones.
Reflecting its social content, the piece is comprised of a small circle of saxophone players
surrounded by a larger circle of audience, who are in turn, surrounded by a sound
system.

"Lo Kalit" deals with the tension within refugees (considered here as the output) and
the receptor, the society in which the refugees attempt to get accepted.

The presence of the refugees voices is considered as "pollution"1 , voices out of context,
from people who don't belong to the group, and who threaten the order of society and
the patterned work represented here by the sax players.

1. see Background Concepts
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Composition Description

The piece is about 20 minutes long. There are two main forces/sound sources,
representing the both poles of tension - the refugees and the receptor society.

The Refugees - The refugees voices are broadcast through a surround system of 8
speakers (the “output system”), placed in a circle around the audience, who is also
situated in ring formation. The Voice is comprised out of overlaid, documented
testimonials, recorded voices from refugees from all around the world, victims of climate
disasters, poverty, political persecutions and wars without a determined or specific
geographical focus2.

The Sax Players - The inner circle (the third ring) is made up of four saxophone
players. Each saxophone outputs its sound via a guitar amplifier, which is positioned
towards the middle ring (the audience).

Development of the Piece

Declaration - In the beginning the saxophones play a sequence of rhythmic and
harmonic patterns. Later the testimonials appear through the output system in a
sporadic order, permitting a detailed listening of the testimonials, placing the voices on
different spots of the aural panorama. The unexpected appearance of the refugee
voices, beyond the original focus of the sound (the inner ring with the sax players),
exhibites the idea of an outside presence, foreigners who alter the order represented by
the sound of the sax formation and distract the attention of the audience.

2. See Reflections About the Testimonials for more information about the sources
and contents of the testimonials.
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Pollution - As the piece develops, the saxes execute their part which consists of
rhythmic and harmonic patterns, while the voices spilling from the output system
increment in number, density and intensity. Some of the voices are processed in order to
create a more confusing aural situation, incrementing also the noise level (and
accentuating the idea of "pollution").

Dis/ Re- At its highest point of noise, the mass of voices begins to rotate between the
eight speakers of the output system. The sax players may react by keeping the harmonic
form at first, but also raising the intensity; the harmonic group section is finally
abandoned by the players in favor of direct, individual and violent, dis-organized
phrases, like "sound attacks", suggesting a tribal ritual of exorcism and purification3 .
After this climax the refugee voices and the saxophones merge to a harmonic drone with
a subtle rhythmic pattern.

The Concert Space

As indicated below, the concert space should be prepared in a circular formation, where
at the outer ring the speakers of the PA system are placed, and the inner ring, where the
sax players and their amplifiers stand. The audience is situated between these two rings.

Positioning of the compositional elements
• The distance between the different elements that make up the piece (speakers,

players, audience) is not yet determined, since this decision is dependent on a
number of parameters such as the properties of the space itself (acoustic wise,
measures, etc), the specifics of the PA system, amount of audience to be
expected, etc.

• Since the sound will move between the speakers, it is preferable that the
audience is able to move around freely into its defined space, rather than being
seated.

3. see Background Concepts
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Crew/Performers

Following is the crew required to perform the piece. The real time signal processing will
be managed by me.

• Four Saxophone Players
• Sound Engineer
• Technical Assistant to set up the systems

The Equipment

• PA system with eight independent speakers
• Computer running a Max/Msp patch which plays the sound files of the voices,

controls the panning and processes the signal
• Audio interface with at least eight independent mono outputs
• The wiring required to set up the systems

For the saxophone players

• Four dedicated microphones (instrument specific is preferable)
• Four guitar amplifiers
• Effects units (delay/reverb and distortion)
• Mixing console with at least four mono outputs

Appendix

Background Concepts

Zygmunt Bauman from "Postmodernity and Its Discontents" (1997)

"The stubborn presence of Jewish people who 'did not fit', who were 'out of place', who
'spoiled the picture' and otherwise offended the aesthetically gratifying and morally
reassuring sense of harmony."

"…it is other human beings who are conceived of as an obstacle to the proper
'organization of environment' when, in other words, it is other people, or more
specifically a certain category of other people, who become 'dirt' and are treated as
such."

"This is why the arrival of a Stranger has the impact of an earthquake . . . The Stranger
shatters the rock on which the security of daily life rests."

See also:
Bauman, Z. “Europe of Strangers”, Oxford University Transnational Communities
Programme Working Paper. Available also at: http://www.transcomm.ox.ac.uk/
working%20papers/bauman.pdf [18 March 2009]

Mary Douglas from "Purity and Danger"(1966)
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"Dirt is essentially disorder. There is no such thing as absolute dirt; it exists in the eye of
the beholder...Dirt offends against order. Eliminating it is not a negative movement, but
a positive effort to organize the environment ..." (p.12)

"There is nothing fearful or unreasoning in our dirt avoidance: it is a creative movement,
an attempt to relate form to function, to make unity of experience. . .We should
interpret primitive purification and prophylaxis in the same light." (p.12)

"If uncleanliness is matter out of place, we must approach it through order.
Uncleanliness or dirt is that which must not be included if a pattern is to be maintained."
(p.53)

Etymology

LO KALIT, in Hebrew means "not popular" as in "not catchy". However, the meaning I
am interested in considering is "not receivable" (that cannot be received/not suitable for
acceptance). "KALIT" is an inflection of the word "KELET" (Input) and its semantic
relation to the Hebrew word for "Refugee", which is "PALIT", derived from the term
"PELET" (output), as opposed to "KELET" (input).

Reflections About the Testimonials

The source of the recorded voices are testimonials of refugees from all around the world,
and do not relate to a specific geographic area.This voices serve to portray a sound/
dialectic force in the conflict presented through the piece. Due the aural characteristics
of the composition, the contents of the testimonials will not be perceived in detail. I feel
that it would not be fair to consider the refugees voices just as raw sound material,
therefore I would like to offer the option of reading or listening to the testimonials under
a separate media and in a different context. This can be accomplished by printing some
of the contents on a booklet or by publishing them on the web, with the previous
approval of the participants.
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